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From fire trucks to convertibles and snails to elephants, here's a book that's full of toddler favorites!

Kids can solve the puzzle: which animal is driving which vehicle? Bold illustrations full of funny

details will make kids love reading--and playing--this simple guessing game again and again.
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This delightful book works on so many levels. It's an early reading book, an imaginative picture

book, a counting book, a vocabulary book, and a memory and problem-solving book all wrapped in

one delectable package.In each of the seven 4-page scenarios, we see three or four animals in

clothes so stylishly unique that they seem almost exaggerated. These clothes, however, provide big

hints to solve Timmon's titular question, "Who is driving" (...the fire engine, fancy car, race car,

tractor, convertible, jeep, and airplane)? While clothes and accessories provide major clues, the size

and even overall comportment (!) give valuable information as well. For example, is it the alligator

dessed in garish leather, the large rodent mail deliverer, the T-shirted tiny mouse, or the "lady-like"

cat in formal attire who will be driving the elegant 1940s-vehicle (complete with tiny yellow flag on

the hood). Using early observational and reasoning skills, and perhaps with some

discussion/guidance from an adult, a youngster will probably rightly conclude that the best fitting

match is between car and cat. Turn the two-page spread, and voila--the answer!"Cat!She is driving



to a tea party.zzzzZoOMmmmm"(and the flag has her picture on it!).The acrylic illustrations are

extraordinary. The vehicles fairly jump off the page, an effect due to a mix of composition, color

play, and the "personality" of the objects. Bold geometric shapes predominate, and the animals and

"driveables" have energy and a kind of individualistic pizazz.
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